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Dear Parent/Carer 
 
 
SEPTEMBER UPDATE 
 
I hope you enjoyed the holiday weekend and the sunshine. We have been back at school for six weeks 
now and I would like to thank our young people for how well they have adapted to the new procedures 
during this very challenging time.  They have been exceptional in the way they have taken to the new 
health and safety measures with the minimum of fuss. Since my last update, the wearing of face 
coverings in corridors and communal areas has been introduced following new Scottish Government 
guidelines. We are continuing to reinforce the importance of following these rules to keep everyone safe.  
 
Lunch Times 
We would encourage pupils to stay in the school grounds whenever possible.  This avoids them coming 
into contact with others in the general public and bringing Covid back to the school community.  If they 
do go to the shops or the van, they must wear masks, socially distance from one another and the public, 
and return to school immediately rather than standing around in large groups.  This is currently one of 
the biggest challenges for staff supervising at lunchtime and we would appreciate your support in 
reminding your child why these rules are so important. It is for their own health and safety, as well as 
that of their family and friends. Hot meals will resume from today in our dining hall and we hope more 
young people will stay in school for a school lunch. The dining hall has been rearranged to ensure a 
maximum of eight sit at tables with spaces between each table.  We also have additional seating areas 
in the assembly hall when the weather is bad. Pupils should wear masks in these areas, when they have 
finished eating. 
 
Contact Tracing 
If there is a confirmed case in the school, pupils affected will be asked who their close contacts have 
been. This includes intervals and lunchtimes. If they are mingling with too many others in uncontrolled 
spaces, it makes the national Test and Protect procedures more difficult. We have seating plans for all 
classes and clubs.  Senior pupils with study periods have allocated classes or designated areas that 
they must sign in to.  
 
We are working hard to keep everyone in our school community safe.  This includes pupils, staff and the 
families they return to at the end of every day. Please reinforce the seriousness of the current situation 
with your young person and encourage them to follow all the school procedures and national guidance.  
 
Thank you for your continued support.  Stay safe everyone. 
 
 
Best wishes  
 
 
 
 
Mary Byrne 
Head Teacher  


